Water jet drilling (WJD) technology is a highly efficient method to extract coalbed methane from reservoirs with low permeability. It is crucial to efficiently remove the coal fragments while drilling. In this study, to disclose coal fragmentation features and size distributions under water jet impact in drilling, the image processing method was utilized to obtain the geometric dimensions of coal fragments. The size distributions, morphologies and fractal characteristics of coal fragmentation were studied based on generalized extreme value distribution and fractal theory. The effects of the jet impact velocity and coal strength on the fragmentation features were analyzed. The results show that fine particles dominate the coal fragments in WJD for coal seams with various strengths. In experiments conducted at the Fengchun coal mine, owing to the higher coal strength of the M7 coal seam, the fragmentation degree of coal subjected to water jets during WJD is lower in the M7 coal steam than in the M8 coal seam, which results in a large dominant fragment size and small fractal dimension under the same impact energy. It was found that the higher the jet impact velocity is, the higher the quantity of fragments generated from WJD and the smaller the particle size. The NUM-based cumulative probability distribution curves of coal fragments are more intensive in the range of relatively small particle sizes and then become sparser with the increase in particle size. When the impact velocity increases, (i) the size distribution curves move toward smaller particle sizes, and the dominant fragment size decreases; (ii) the shape (major axis/minor axis) of coal fragments move toward the upper left, and the curve shape for a high impact velocity attains unity more quickly; and (iii) the fractal dimension value increases linearly. In addition, the fractal dimensions are obviously affected by the dominant fragment size; they increase with the decrease in the dominant fragment size. This study can provide a basis for further research on coal fragment transportation in WJD and parameter selection for discharging coal fragments during drilling for CBM development.
Introduction
Coalbed methane (CBM) is an efficient and clean energy resource. Chinese CBM reserves above 2000 m are estimated to be 36.81 trillion m 3 , which ranks third globally after Russia and Canada [1, 2] . However, the methane in coal seams easily induces mine disasters, such as coal and gas outbursts and gas explosions [3] . Therefore, the effective extraction of CBM is not only of considerable significance are distinct differences between coal fragments that are under crustal stress conditions and those that are not. This makes it difficult to effectively analyze the size distribution and morphology of coal fragments in practical WJD engineering applications. In this study, in order to obtain the actual coal fragments generated from WJD, WJD experiments for various coal mass strengths and jet velocities were conducted.
Experimental System and Equipments
The experimental system of WJD is mainly composed of a high-pressure pump, water tank, pressure control system, winch, flexible high-pressure hose, collection box for coal fragments and a water-jet bit ( Figure 1 ). The high-pressure pump used in this water jet drilling experiment is a five-plunger high-pressure pump with a rated pressure of 56 MPa and a rated flow of 200 L/min. A pressure control system is used to adjust the system pressure conveniently, which includes a relief valve and a pressure gauge. The flexible high-pressure hose is used as the working pipe to convey high-pressure working fluid to break coal, and it has an ID of 10 mm, an OD of 17 mm, a minimum bending radius of 90 mm, a working pressure of 60 MPa and a bursting pressure of 135 MPa. To twine the flexible high-pressure hose in an orderly fashion, a winch is adopted to realize the high-pressure water transmission between the linear motion of high-pressure water pipe and the circumference roll of winch through the high-pressure sealing rotator.
As the most critical component of WJD system, the water-jet bit generates high-velocity water jets to break coal and form a CBM extraction borehole or microwell. Owing to the advantages of a simple structure, compact body, low energy consumption, and high rock-breaking efficiency, the multi-nozzle bit is most commonly utilized in WJD operation [10, 34] . Thus, the self-propelled multi-nozzles bit is adopted in this WJD experiment. The multi-nozzle bit has one center nozzle, four forward lateral nozzles with an axial diffusion angle of 25 • , and eight backward nozzles with an axial diffusion angle of 30 • [35, 36] . The nozzle diameter is 0.8 mm, as shown in Figure 2 . The working principle of breaking coal to form a borehole for the multi-nozzle bit is as follows: the forward nozzles (including center nozzle and lateral nozzles) generate high-velocity jets to break up the coal in front of it and form a hole, whereas the backward nozzles form backward jets to generate the self-propelled force to pull the hose moving forward and have the functions of further breaking coal to expand the borehole diameter and discharging slags. The coal fragments formed in WJD are collected in a box through a filter net of 0.075 mm. 
Experimental Procedures
The jet impact velocity is the most important hydraulic parameter in WJD, and determines the jet impact energy and erosion ability of water jets. The coal strength is a key parameter used to assess the ability of the coal to resist destruction. Thus, this paper focuses on the effects of the jet impact velocity and coal strength on the size distributions of coal fragments in WJD. The WJD field trials were conducted at the +300N1 rock crosscut of Fengchun coal mine in Songzao mining area (Figure 3) , the aim of which is to uncover the coal seams. The geological histogram at the +300N1 rock crosscut is shown in Figure 3a , of which the coal seams and rock strata are stable with a simple structure and an average strata occurrence of 290 • ∠46 • and are not affected by faults or magmatic intrusions. Additionally, the there is a simple hydrogeological condition at +300N1 rock crosscut, which is not affected by surface water and karst fissure water. The target coal seams for WJD are the M7 and M8 coal seams (Figure 3c ). The occurrence conditions and properties of coal seams are listed in Table 1 . The M7 coal seam is hard and massive with a metallic luster and a Protodyakonov coefficient of 1.1, whereas the M8 coal seam is soft in a granular, with a metallic luster and a Protodyakonov coefficient of 0.5. WJD experiments were carried out on the M7 and M8 coal seams, with a drilling time for each borehole of 10 min. The jet velocities were set to 219 m/s, 237 m/s, 253 m/s and 268 m/s. The coal fragments collected in WJD were dried in a baking chamber at 105 • C for 24 h. Subsequently, fragments of each borehole were sieved by utilizing standard sieves with hole diameters of 0.3 mm, 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 3.0 mm, 6.0 mm and 12 mm. 
Determination of Fragment Size and Shape Distributions
Obtaining the geometric dimensioning of coal fragments is very important and crucial. In this work, an image processing method developed using MATLAB was used [21, 26] . First, coal fragments generated from WJD were sieved into seven different degrees by using standard sieves, and the weight of each degree was measured using a high-precision electronic scale. The coal fragments with particle sizes of less than 0.3 mm were excluded before image processing, because fragments with particle sizes less than 0.3 mm account for a small proportion of the total fragments; Generally less than 30%, as listed in Table 2 . These tiny fragments have little effect on discharging coal fragments in WJD due to the large flow rate and annular cross section. Moreover, the tiny fragments less than 0.3 mm cannot be identified from the electronic image, and it is difficult to obtain their geometric dimensioning. Next, a certain percentage of the fragments in each grade were chosen randomly and were poured onto standard white A4 paper with dimensions of 297 × 210 mm, and their photographs were captured by a digital camera (Figure 4a) . Next, these photographs were converted into binary images with a pure black background and bright white coal particles based on the median filter method (Figure 4b) . Finally, by adopting the functions of regionprops and minboundrect, the geometric dimensions including the area A i (the projected area of a particle), the major axis l imax (the longest axis of the minimum enclosing rectangle of a particle) and the minor axis l imin (the axis perpendicular to the major axis) can be determined, as shown in Figure 5 . In this study, an equivalent diameter Die of a circle with the same area as the projected area of the fragment was determined as the fragment size [37] , and a shape coefficient κ (the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis) was used to describe the characteristics of each fragment. They can be calculated as follows:
(1)
where D ie is the equivalent diameter, mm; A i is the area of each coal fragment, mm 2 ; κ is the shape coefficient; and l imax and l imin are the longest and minor axis, respectively, of the minimum enclosing rectangle of each particle, mm.
Characterization of Fragment Size and Shape Distributions
The determination of distribution models is the key to characterizing the size distribution of coal fragments. In this study, the cumulative distribution model of the generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution and fractal theory are adopted.
Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) Distribution
Some methods have been proposed to describe the particle size distributions, such as GEV [38] , Rayleigh [39] , Weibull [23] and log-normal distributions [40] . This paper uses the three-parameter GEV distribution to fit the cumulative probability distribution of coal fragment sizes, similar to the analysis method of experimental results conducted by Hogan [26] and Hou [21] . Because the GEV distribution is a complete set of statistical distributions developed within extreme value theory to combine the Gumbel, Fréchet and Weibull distributions, also known as type I, II and III extreme value distributions, solving the limitation of one type of extreme value distribution function [38] . As shown in Figure 6 , taking the coal fragments under an impact velocity of 253 m/s as an example, the three-parameter GEV distribution and Weibull distribution models are used to fit the cumulative probability of coal fragmentation. The fitting results illustrate that both distribution models can describe the cumulative probability distribution of coal fragments for most particle size ranges, such as 0.6-5.0 mm; and the fitting correlation coefficients of both curves are more than 0.99. However, the size scope of the application for GEV distribution function is wider than that for the Weibull distribution, especially for coal fragments with small particle sizes. It can be seen that from the partial magnification in Figure 6b ,c that the Weibull distribution model cannot describe the cumulative distribution of coal fragments smaller than 0.55 mm, and the fitted cumulative probability will reach a stead value of 1 when the fragment size is larger than 5.5 mm. Moreover, as shown in Figure 6 b, the GEV distribution model is more suitable for characterizing the size distribution of the small-sized particles. The same phenomenon also appears for other coal fragments in WJD under different jet impact velocities and coal strengths. Additionally, the added parameters (µ, σ, and ξ) can characterize the location, scale and shape of distribution curves of fragments under different hydraulic parameters and coal seam properties. Therefore, the GEV distribution model can accurately characterize the size distribution of coal fragments.
The cumulative distribution model of the GEV distribution can be described as follows [39] :
where x is the equivalent diameter of fragment, µ is the location parameter, σ is the scale parameter, and ξ is the shape parameter. These parameters must satisfy 1
Next, the derivative of Equation (3) is taken, which is the probability density function as shown in Equation (4). The peak values of the distribution curves correspond to the dominant fragment sizes, i.e., the modes of the probability density distribution curves. To a certain extent, the dominant fragment size indicates the centralized distribution of the experimental data. Therefore, it can be used to characterize the distribution of coal fragments subjected to high-pressure water jets in WJD. Figure 6 . Fitting curves of the cumulative probability of coal fragments based on the GEV distribution function and Weibull distribution function (impact velocity = 253 m/s). (a) The fitting curves of all the particle sizes, (b) and (c) is the partial magnification of fitting curves for the large and small particle sizes, respectively.
Fractal Model
Fractal theory can quantitatively describe any complex morphology, such as irregular shape, fracture characteristics and distribution features of fragments [29, 41, 42] . Consequently, the fractal method has been used to investigate the breakage characteristics of coal and rock fragmentation, such as rock burst, blasting, impact loading and uniaxial compression [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] .
The fractal relation of the particle size distribution is generally defined using the relationship between the cumulative numbers of the fragment particles and the grain size in a statistically self-similar system [49] . It can be described using the following equation:
is the cumulative number of fragments larger than a certain size d i ; k is the number of elements at a unit-length scale; and D is the fractal dimension. The higher the fractal dimension is, the higher the breakage degree of the coal.
However, it is very difficult to estimate the quantities of all fragments and the sizes of each particle. To avoid this problem, Tyler [50] put forward a fractal model of particle size distribution based on the relationship between the cumulative mass and particle size of fragments:
is the cumulative mass of fragments smaller than d i ; M T is the total mass of coal fragments; and d m is the particle size of the largest fragment.
To better obtain the fractal dimension of coal fragments, a natural logarithm transformation for Equation (6) is made as follows:
The fitting line can be displayed in the coordinate system of ln
, according to an experimental statistical fragment analysis. The value of (3 − D) in Equation (7) represents the slope of the fitting line, and then, the fractal dimension D can be calculated.
Results

Size Distribution of Fragments
Fragment size not only reveals the fragmentation degree of coal subjected to water jets, but also directly affects the fragment removal efficiency in WJD. The larger the particle sizes of the coal fragments are, the lower the coal fragment removal efficiency is, resulting in the high-pressure hose becoming stuck and the occurrence of high drag [13, 51] . Therefore, it is worth investigating the fragment size distribution in WJD.
There are too many coal fragments to obtain the geometric dimensions of each particle, so the sizes and shapes of a certain percentage of fragments in each grade were considered to be the size and shape distributions of the entire grade. Considering the proportion of chosen fragments among all fragments of each grade, the size and shape distributions of all coal fragments generated from each WJD hole can be obtained.
As shown in Figure 7 , the cumulative probability distributions based on the particle number (NUM-based cumulative probability) for the equivalent diameters were obtained [21] . The GEV distribution was chosen to fit the data. The fitting correlation coefficients of all the distribution curves were more than 0.98. This indicates that the cumulative distribution model of the GEV distribution is very suitable for characterizing the size distribution of coal fragments. It can be observed from Figure 7 that all the NUM-based cumulative probabilities of coal fragments follow the same change trend: on the one hand, as the particle sizes increase, the distribution curves first increase extremely slowly, then increase rapidly and finally stabilize. For instance, the proportions of fragments with sizes less than 0.6 mm and greater than 2.0 mm are less than 15% and 4%, respectively, whereas the particles with a size of 0.6~2.0 mm account for the vast majority of the total fragments. On the other hand, the distribution fitted curves of coal fragments are more intensive at the section for relatively small particle size. In addition, these curves become sparser with increasing particle sizes. Moreover, the change differences among curves are influenced by the coal properties and the hydraulic parameters of water jets. With the jet velocity increasing, there is an obvious shift of the distribution curves toward smaller sizes (Figure 7a) , implying that the average fragment size decreases and most of the fragments decrease as the jet impact velocity increases. It is also observed that the number of coal fragments obtained with high impact velocity is more than that obtained with low velocity. This behavior may be caused by the increasing impact energy magnitude of water jets. Compared with the M8 coal seam, the coal fragment sizes of the M7 coal seam are larger at the same jet impact velocity (Figure 7b ). This is because the M7 coal seam has a better ability to resist breakage because of the higher coal strength and fewer joints and fissures inside the coal. The size distributions of fragments are mainly determined by the dominant fragment size. Therefore, in order to obtain the dominant fragment size for various jet velocities and coal mass strength, the probability density function is obtained as shown in Equation (4). The peak values of curves correspond with the dominant fragment sizes. Figure 8 shows the distribution density for coal fragments of equivalent diameters under various jet velocities and coal strengths. The peak values for each experiment are given in these figures. It can be seen that the distribution density curves move toward the upper left with the increase in jet impact velocity (Figure 8a ), whereas the curves move toward the bottom right as the coal mass strength increases (Figure 8b ). This indicates that the dominant fragment size increases gradually as the jet impact velocity decreases; the curves become flat, and the particle size range is more scattered. Figure 9 is the relationship between the dominant fragment size and the jet impact velocity in the M8 coal seam. As shown in Figure 9 , the dominant fragment size decreases logarithmically with the jet velocity. The magnitude of rock-breaking energy and the damage degree on coal caused by water jet impingement may lead to the above phenomena. In addition, owing to the differences of coal strength and structure, the dominant fragment size increases with the coal strength increasing, but there is no obvious change in the dispersion degree of the fragment size distribution. 
Fragment Shape
The fragment shape is an important parameter to describe the fragment morphology, which influences the migration modes of fragments in holes. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the shape distributions of coal fragments. In this study, a shape coefficient (the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis) is adopted to describe the fragment shape. Figure 10 shows the NUM-based cumulative probability for the shape of coal fragments. In the M8 coal seam (Figure 10a ), when the shape coefficient is small, there is no obvious difference for the cumulative probability of particle shape under various jet impact velocities. As the shape coefficient rises, the differences among shape distribution curves become more distinct and the curves for high impact velocities attain unity more quickly, and these curves move toward upper left as the impact velocity increases. This means that fragments with a small shape coefficient increase with the increase in impact velocity, which may be because relatively high jet impact velocity will generate much smaller fragments. As shown in Figure 10b , there is a distinct difference for the fragmental shape distribution characteristic between the two types of coal seams (i.e., M7 and M8 coal seams). Compared with the granular structure and lower uniaxial compressive strength (5 MPa) of M8 coal seam, M7 coal seam has a bulky structure and higher uniaxial compressive strength (11 MPa), resulting in the cumulative probability distributions of M8 coal seam being obviously higher than those of the M7 coal seam from the beginning. The cumulative probability distribution for the M7 coal seam also attains unity much later. Therefore, it can be concluded that the fragment shape of coal with a higher strength and a complete structure is larger, whereas the particle shapes of coal with a cataclastic or granular structure are more spherical.
To better analyze the shapes of coal fragments having different sizes, the cumulative probability shape distributions of different size degrees for the 253 m/s impact velocity in the M8 coal seam are shown in Figure 11 . There is a difference of orders of magnitude for the cumulative probability of fragment quantity in different size degrees. The fine particles with the sizes of 0.3-0.5 mm and 0.5-0.9 mm account for 73% and 25% of all particles, respectively. The larger the particle size, the smaller their proportion in all the fragments. This is determined by the failure patterns of coal impacted by water jets, which will be analyzed in the next section. Moreover, the NUM-based cumulative probability distribution for fine particle shapes attains unity more quickly, implying that the shapes for most fine particles are smaller and powder-shaped. Even although an image segment algorithm for overlapped particles based on concave points matching has been adopted before extracting the geometric dimensions of fragments, it is still very difficult for fine particles to separate each fragment, resulting in the formation of a few fine particles with large shapes. Figure 11 . NUM-based cumulative probability for the shape of coal fragments at different sizes.
Fractal Characteristic of Coal Fragments
The sieving results of coal fragments generated from different WJD holes in the M7 and M8 coal seams are listed in Table 3 . Moreover, the maximum equivalent diameter of a particle is considered to be the size of the largest fragment, which was obtained by utilizing the image processing method. Figure 12 illustrates the relationship between the relative mass and relative fragment size of coal fragments. The fractal characteristics of fragments for various impact velocities and coal mass strengths are revealed, and the fractal dimensions can be obtained according to Equation (7) . It can be seen that the size distributions of coal fragments have the fractal characteristic. This provides a new avenue to investigate the coal fragmentation under water jet impingement.
The jet impact velocity and coal mass strength have significant effects on coal fragmentation under water jet impingement in WJD. As shown in Figure 13 , the fractal dimension value increases linearly with the increase in jet impact velocity. When the jet impact velocity varies from 219 m/s to 268 m/s, the fractal dimension of coal fragments in the M8 coal seam increases from 2.6684 to 2.7536. This means that the coal breakage degree increases with the increase in impact velocity, which may be caused by the increasing impact energy. Moreover, the fractal dimension of the M7 coal seam is smaller than that of the M8 coal seam under the same jet impact velocity (268 m/s), indicating a lower breakage degree for the M7 coal seam towing to its higher strength. In addition, the fractal dimension has some relationship with the fragment size distribution, as listed in Table 4 . The fractal dimension increases with the decrease in the dominant fragment size. 
Discussion
In this paper, we describe the particle size distribution, morphology and fractal characteristics of coal fragments generated from WJD. These features are determined by the coal failure patterns subjected to water jets in WJD, which are mainly related to the hydraulic parameters of water jets and the coal strength and its structure.
The various failure patterns inside the rock under water jet impact are shown in Figure 14 [52] [53] [54] [55] . When the water jet impacts the rock, the "water-hammer" pressure will initially be generated owing to the compression of the liquid jet. This pressure is extremely high, as given by Equation (8), and is responsible for most of the rock damage. As shown in Figure 14b , the disturbance induced by the "water-hammer" pressure will transmit throughout the rock in the manner of stress waves, such as longitudinal waves, transverse waves and Rayleigh surface waves. In the process of propagation, the longitudinal wave will generate the radial tensile stress, the transverse wave will cause the circumferential tensile stress and shear stress, and the Rayleigh wave will cause tensile stress and shear stress, respectively [52] . Once the tensile stress and shear stress reach the tensile strength and shear strength of rock, respectively, cracks will initiate and expand in the rock (Figure 14a ). Moreover, in the case of coal, it has a typical porosity-cracks structure, and coal is rich in cleats and fractures, as shown in Figure 15 . When stress waves are transmitted to the inherent cracks in coal, these waves will be reflected. The interference and reflection among these waves will reinforce the destructive effect of the stress wave, which is conducive to the generation of cracks. 
where P wh is the "water-hammer" pressure; v is the jet impact velocity; and ρ w , ρ s and c w , c s are the densities and the shock velocities of the water and the rock, respectively. The duration of the "water-hammer" pressure is very short, usually a few microseconds. Once the impact of the water jet becomes steady, the pressure will fall to a much lower value, namely, Bernoulli stagnation pressure as calculated in Equation (9) . On the one hand, the pressurized water will act on both sides of the crack caused by the "water-hammer" pressure ( Figure 14c ). This will cause stress concentration at the tip of the crack, resulting in the propagation of cracks, which is called the pressured water wedge effect. On the other hand, the high-velocity water flow will scour the rock surface, leading to rock breakage and the formation of rock chips (Figure 14d) . Because coal has a relatively low strength compared with other rock, such as sandstone and granite, the breakage degree will be more severe.
where P s is the Bernoulli stagnation pressure. The formation of coal fragments in WJD is the result of the expansion of internal fractures inside coal induced by multiple water jets. When the water jet impact the coal surface, a shear fracture zone will be created immediately beneath the impacted surface (Figure 14a ). This behavior is caused by the fact that the shear stress in the contact region of water jet-coal exceeds the coal fracture strength, owing to the extremely high "water-hammer" pressure. This will lead to tremendous damage in the coal, as revealed in the SEM image by Lu et al. [52] , which is beneficial to generating the powder particles. The coal particles are then washed away by the water flow, forming a broken pit. In addition, the impact stress waves will also transmit inside the coal, thus generating internal cracks including circumferential fractures, radial fractures and conical fractures. As illustrated in Figure 14a , the former two kinds of fractures usually emerge surrounding the broken pit with a high density of small fractures. Owing to the combination of the pressured water wedge effect and water flow scouring effect, fine coal particles may be formed in this zone. Please note that coal has abundant joints and fissures ( Figure 15 ). The coal mass will be broken severely because of the interference and reflection of waves. For the conical fractures, they initiate below the broken pit and expand outward. When these fractures interconnect with other cracks or inherent fissures in coal, large macrocracks will be generated. Owing to the presence of the pressured water wedge, volume split fragmentation occurs, forming fragments with large sizes, as marked with 1 , 2 and 3 in the gray-shaded areas. Because the jet impact velocity has a significant influence on the coal failure patterns, there are differences in the size distributions of coal fragments under the various jet velocities. When the jet ejects from the bit, the kinetic energy can be expressed by Equation (10) . The impact energy is proportional to the cube of the jet velocity. When the jet velocity increases from 219 m/s to 237 m/s, the impact energy will increase by 27%. In addition, the "water-hammer" pressure and the stagnation pressure substantially increase. As a result, the internal particles of coal will endure higher shear stress and tensile stress, causing more damage and higher fragmentation of coal. Lu et al. [52] found that the number of cracks increased, while Huang [56] found that the secant angle of conical fractures decreased with the increase in jet velocity. Therefore, the percentage of small coal fragments will increase as the jet velocity increases, leading to a decrease in the dominant fragment size.
where ω is the kinetic energy of the water jet and R is the diameter of the water jet. The coal strength also has an important influence on the coal fragmentation under water jet impact in WJD. On the one hand, coal with higher strength, such as a high compressive strength or shear strength, has a stronger ability to resist destruction under the same impact energy loading. The damage area is also smaller compared with low-strength coal. On the other hand, fewer inherent fissures usually occur inside coal with a higher strength, weakening the interference and reflection of stress waves. As a result, the fragmentation degree of coal subjected to water jets in the M7 coal seam is lower than that in the M8 coal seam, which results in a large dominant fragment size and small fractal dimension when the impact energy is the same.
Conclusions
In this study, the geometrical parameters and mass of coal fragments generated from WJD in coal seams were measured. According to the results, the particle cumulative probability distributions, size distribution density, shape features (major axis/minor axis) and fractal dimensions of coal fragments for various jet impact velocities and coal strengths were analyzed based on the three-parameter GEV function and fractal theory. The following conclusions were drawn.
1.
The NUM-based cumulative probability curves of coal fragments are more intensive in the sections with relatively small particle sizes, and then the curves become sparser with increasing particle size. With increasing jet velocity, there is an obvious shift in the distribution curves toward smaller sizes, implying that the fragments decrease as the jet impact velocity increases. Moreover, the higher the coal strength is, the larger the fragment sizes are when the jet impact energy is the same.
2.
The size distributions of coal fragments are mainly determined by the dominant fragment size. The dominant fragment size increases logarithmically as the jet impact velocity decreases; the curves will become flat, and the particle size range is more scattered. With the increase in coal strength, the dominant fragment size increases, but there is no obvious change in the dispersion degree of the fragment size distribution.
3.
The NUM-based cumulative probability curves for the shape (the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis) of coal fragments move toward the upper left with the increase in impact velocity. The curve for high impact velocity attains unity more quickly. Furthermore, there is a difference in the orders of magnitude for the cumulative probability of fragment quantity for different sizes. The larger the particle size is, the smaller its proportion is in all the fragments. 4.
The coal fragmentation subjected to water jets in WJD has fractal characteristics. The fractal dimension value increases linearly with the increase in jet impact velocity. The fractal dimension of coal fragments from the M7 coal seam (f = 1.1) is smaller than that from the M8 coal seam (f = 0.5) under the same jet impact energy. In addition, the fractal dimensions obviously increase with the decrease in the dominant fragment size, which can be indirectly used to reflect the dynamic fragmentation of coal.
5.
The size distribution, morphology and fractal characteristics of coal fragments are determined by the failure patterns of coal subjected to water jet impact. The shear fracture zone, circumferential fractures and radial fractures with a high density and conical fractures are conducive to generating powder particles, fine particles, and large fragments, respectively. 
